Family Lovemap and Erotically Related Protective Factors.
The article provides a conceptual framework of variables likely interconnected to protective factors for sexually abusive youth associated with the Family Lovemap Aggregate of MEGA♪, a risk assessment tool for sexually abusive youth. Family Lovemap Aggregate is composed of the ingredients family's familial bio-physio-neuro-psycho-sexio-social history and culture including transmissible predispositions related to erotic development. Intimacy deficits are discussed, specifically their association to erotically related protective factors extrapolated from a variety of data points and sources. This includes findings of sizable study samples of the MEGA♪ validation (N = 1184), cross-validation (N = 1056), a second cross validation study (N = 543), a third cross-validation (N = 1,118 [1979-2017] Miccio-Fonseca, 2017c). Also included combined samples of cross validation studies (N = 2,717 [1979-2017] Miccio-Fonseca, 2017d); combined samples of validation and cross validation studies N = 3,901 [1979-2017] Miccio-Fonseca, 2017e).